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ii

edited hyperlink to absolute path/fetch link

vii

"Trail Head" to "Trailhead"

17
17

"most are residents of the Denver metropolitan area" to "an equal proportion come from the Denver metropolitan area and another U.S.
state"
removed "reflect those of the City of Boulder's population"

22

"45,000 acres" to "approximately 33,000 acres open to recreation"

23

"popular" to "examples of"

23

"for these activities" to "where these activities occur"

23

"popular" to "examples of"

28

"principle" to "principal"

28

added "is" to read "access generally is not expected"

29

added "or other various reasons"

32

added hyphen to "under appreciated"

44

"also includes annual debt service, including payments against past bonds" to "includes acquisition funds from bonds when applicable"

54
59

"provide affirmative action on land acquisitions and disposals" to "approve any disposals and make recommendations on any new
acquisitions"
"Black-Tailed" to "Black-tailed"

62

removed all "~" from Table 5.1, added note "*All numbers are approximate."

63

un-bolded, un-italicized "Arogos, Cross Line, Ottoe, Two-Spotted"

63

"Otus" to "Psiloscops"

63

removed paranthases around "Speyeria idalia"

63

"meadow jumping mouse" to "Meadow Jumping Mouse"

63

added sub-specific epithet "preblei"

63

un-bolded all scientific names

63a

added table: Rare and Uncommon Grassland Plants on OSMP

63b

added table: Rare and Uncommon Forest Plants on OSMP

63c

added table: Rare Grassland Associations on OSMP

63d

added table: Rare Forest Associations on OSMP

67

"Black-Tailed" to "Black-tailed"

73

removed "olive-backed"

74
77

"canopies deviations of geomorphology from desired conditions" to "tree canopies and changed the geomorphology (e.g. channel shape) of
creeks"
un-bolded all scientific names

77a

added table: OSMP Identified Priority Weed Management

77b

added table: OSMP Identified Priority Weed Management (cont.)

78

removed "(Arrhenatherum elatius)"

81

added "Colorado Native Plant Society" to list of partners

81a

added table: OSMP Active Monitoring Projects

81b

added table: OSMP Active Monitoring Projects (cont.)

84

removed "Located at the origins of drainages,"

85

added "Boulder's perennial creeks"

88

"gravel and bedrock" to "boulder and cobble"

90

"36" to "37"

93

"450" to "438"

93

removed "By preventing development… risk to life (Figure 6.4)."

95

"native vegetation channels and floodplains" to "several miles of creek channel"

96

"plant communities" to "habitats"

96

"plant" to "habitat"

96

un-bolded all scientific names

97

un-bolded all scientific names
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97

switched photo

97

removed "Developing seed pods on"

97

added "in flower"

97

photo credit "Linda Mahoney" to "Nate Schipper"

103

added "however, some other circumstances may prevent conversion"

103

"and labor are factors… no local process facility" to "labor and resources are factors limiting the expansion of both diversified vegetable
farming and beef production"
switched legend colors to reflect accurate references

104
105
105
106
110

added "however, that capable land is only on 9 properties: 5 of which have building envelopes and 2 of which have significant prairie dog
populations"
added "Cattle producers in Boulder County identified lack of pasture, available land and resources (labor, feed and water) as the biggest
inhibitors to expanding beef production"
"grazing, tilling and some integrated pest management" to "overgrazing and tillage"

114

"The lack of qualified labor… also make things difficult" to "While OSMP may favor increasing agricultural production on its land, one of the
biggest hurdles is an adequate labor force. Historically low unemployment, low wages and a lack of affordable housing options make it difficult
to recruit new laborers and retain experienced ones"
"Every year" to "In 2017" and "receives" to "received"

114

"popular" to "common"

115

removed "Signs"

117

added "Unpleasant" and "Very Unpleasant" to the legend and associated bar data

118

reworded to reflect "aesthetics" over "scenic beauty" as OSMP's primary purpose

121

"City of Boulder" to "Boulder Valley Residents:"

121

"Top 10 most popular activities on" to "Most common activity when visiting"

121
121

"During the past 12 months… 2016 Resident Survey" to "What ONE activity do you most frequently participate in when visiting Open Space
and Mountain Parks areas?"
changed graphic to reflect correct dataset

122

removed "Betasso" and associated bar data

124

"is" to "are"

125

removed "dusky grouse are indifferent to trails"

131

added bicycle icon to Cottonwood and White Rocks line items

136

"Trailheads" to "Trails"

136

added "miles" after "150"
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